Erasmus + diary
Greece
1st April
We landed in Greece at 17:15 and we went to
the Stanley hotel. When we settled down we
went to eat at a restaurant. We walked around
the city Athens.
2nd April
In the morning we met with the other schools
who were going to participate in Erasmus +. We
went to the Acropolis, there we had a guided
tour of the Acropolis. We had the chance to go
and see a panoramic view of Athens. It was
breath taking! After the tour we visited the
acropolis museum. There we saw Caryatids.
These were sculpted female figures. After the
museum we had 3 hours on the bus to arrive at
Patras. When we arrived the teachers greeted
us with traditional dances. After that the

teachers prepared a barbeque. There was a lot
of traditional food like kebabs, pita bread and
greek yoghurt. After the ceremony everyone
went to the hotel.
3rd April
It was the first day of school. We were placed in
different groups. We had an assignment to build
a robot in 2 days. I didn’t know nothing about
robots. That day we built the robot. After school
it started raining so we couldn’t visit the places
we were going to. We found a café and stayed
there for 2 hours. A teacher booked a taxi so we
could go to a famous pizzeria called Signore
there we had our dinner. We went to visit the
city centre.
4th April
We visited the Rio–Antirrio bridge. This bridge
was built for the Olympic Games in 2004. After
that we went on a construction site of a high

way. As usual we went to school and completed
our robot. When school finished we went to the
beach. There was an amazing view of the sea
and mountains. We had a lot of pictures. We ate
there too and saw the amazing sunset.
5th April
We visited the International Olympic Academy.
There we saw some of the children singing the
Olympic anthem. We saw the Olympic museum
of the Olympic games 2004. We visited the
Unesco world heritage site, Olympia. After we
went to eat dinner at a restaurant. When we
were ordering the food there was an
earthquake. It was 4.6.
6th April
It was the last day for us to be as whole group of
the program. We went to a science centre.
There we were split into groups and each group
had to discuss and experiment. After that we

presented our robots in a hall. Our robot
worked fine. In the evening we went to a
restaurant were we had to say our last goodbye.
7th April
A mini bus came to pick us up from the hotel.
We went on a train ride in the mountains. Then
we went and visited the caves. I saw three bats
flying above our heads. We visited some
monastery’s in the mountains.
8th April
We had to wake up really early because we
were going home. The same mini bus came to
pick us up from the hotel we had four hours to
arrive at the airport but we stopped at a place.
At four we landed at Malta.
It was a vacation to remember!

